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PREFACE
In carrying out most community action programs,

change agents will need to consider obtaining sup-
port' from key community leaders. These leaders

power to-affect the:outcomesor
community decisions. They we also referred to as

lfY Power actors.

Obtaining the support of the community power
actors is usually essential to the success of com-
munity action programs. Although the community
pow actors do not become involved In all com-
munity issues, an effective change agent needs to
have knowledge of the community power actors and
how they effect community decisions.

The purpose of this publication is to present four
methods that change agents may use to. identity the
community power actors. These include the posi-
tional. the reputations', the decison-making and the
social participation methods. A description; the as-
sumptions, the procedures to be used, the types of
power actors identified, the advantages and the
limitations of each method are discussed.

Because research findirigs indicate that the four
methods tend to identify different types of power ac-

I

tors. comparison of methods is presented to assist
the change agent in selecting the method or com-
bination of methods most appropriate for ti change
agent's community action efforts. Finally, the appen-
dix presents suggestions to aid the change agent in
applying each method to identify the community
power 'actors:A glossary-pricey conceptsviscrtrithe
publication and a selected bibliography are also pre-
sented for the change agents' use in enhancing the
knowledge and understanding of identifying the.
community poweractons.

The publication is intended for use by change
agents whose major objectives focus on promoting
and stimulating social change in communities.
Among such change agents are

E
n workers,

community developaient specialr°government
agency personnel, school administrators, communi-
ty planners, ministers, business leaders, union
leaders, and voluntary association leaders. The ap-
plication of the methods as presented in this publica-
tion draws upon both social science research and ex-
perience in identifying the community power actors.

OM.

frolrs HO &recta'
Cooperative Extension Service; South Dakota Siete University.
Adviser t o North Cenral Rurt4SocaoloilY Commies*
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Identifying the Community Power Actors:
A Gulch, for Change Agents

-Introduction-
The success, of community action program de-

pends on how effectively the program mobilizes
human and non-hum en resources. Community
power actors play predominant role In community
action. These Individuals have been referred to as
key leaders, influential*, legitimizers and decision
miters. They often have sociallximor to affect the
outcomes of community decisions.

Most change agents we concerned with the role that
community pow actors play in affecting the out-
comes of community issues. Research has indicated
that power actors may play several key roles in com-
munity action programs.

Among these roles are (1) giving sanction (the
authority, justification, or license to act), (2) suggest-
ing ideas for improving the program, (3) providing re-
sources needed to complete the prograr9, (4) provid-
ing aimless- to other resources both inside and out-
side of the community, and (5) promoting the
program in the community. Community power actors'
may also play roles- in opposing econwnunity action
programs. They may prevent the emergence of com-
munity action programs or oppose them after they
have been initiated.

In some cases, failui* to appropriately involve the,
community pow actors at early stages of action
programs has led to their opposition to the program.

Prepared by John L Tait. Extension Sociologist; Janet
tirearratiar. Graduate Research Assistant' and Joe M. Bohlen.
Professor; Department at Sociakyr lows State University. Ames.
Sawa. Research was funded by the bee Cooperative &tension
Service and Iowa Apricultare and Homs Economies &periment Sta-
tion. Ames. tome. Praioct No. 1996.

Ceinsidering--. the- -appropriate -Involvement- --or -BOO
involvement of the community pow actors is one
important factor that change agents need to consider
when developing strategies for community action
programs.

Prior to developing strategies for the involvement
of the power actors In community action programs, it
is essential that the change .spent identify the ap-
propriate pow actors Mr the community action pro-
gram areas of concern. A change agent who is new to

- a community may not be aware of the Identity of the
community pow actors. Therefore, the change
agent Male new to a community often needs to
identify did build communication linkages to the
community- power actors who will affect his or he
programs. 4

Research indicates that who the power actors we
in a community will change over time. Consequently,
experienced change agents need to be avant of
change occurring among community power actors
and the need for the review end revision of lists of
identified power actors.

The primary purpose of this publication is to out-
line four methods that change agents can use to
identify the community power actors. They are(1) the
positional, (2) the reputational, (3) the decision-
making,' and (4) the social participation methods. In
addition, the publication discusses how each metitbd
or combination of methods may be applied by
change agents. All the methods have been used in
both rural and urban communities. The intent of this
publication is to present applied methods based on
both research and experience that will assist change
agents in enhancing community develoPment wor'

6



IDENTIRCAT1ON MEMO%

Regardless of the method selected to identify the
ocxrimunity power, actors, the change agent need, to
consider two factors prior to identifying. the power
adore:Thee* sr, the aindlhe geographic
arse

Before_ identifying the pommy Setors. the change
agent needs to identify the issue area (or areas) of

issues should. include the siren in
which' change agent intends to carry out com-
munity action programs. issues may include such
woes as education. agriculture. industrial -deveiop-
mint, transportation, energy. environment...health,
social -services, cultural affairs, politics, youth
services, recreation and urban renewal.

In addition to selecting issue are of primary
informa-

tion
the change agent.stiould collect

to determine who has social power in the,
general affairs of the community. These genera('
power actors may have social power to influence de-
cision-making in many different issue 'areas in the
cOmMunity.

Another factor to consider, regardless of Ihe*..
method selected, is .the relevant gebgraphic area:
The change agent needs to identify the approximate.
geographic area that will be affected by cdremunity
action efforts. The relevant geographic area may be
an unincorporated village, an incorporated
town and the outlying trade area, an'orban communi-
ty. a county or a-multi-county region.

In determining the relevant- geographic area, the
change agent should consider the -issue areas
selected and the of his or her programs.

.') .

.1

_Research indicates that the relevant geographic des
changes depending upon the Sew area being con-

. sidered. For example, educational issues In rural
areas are likely to include the town and the outlying
rural areas included in the school district. On the

"'NOW hand. the issue of passing a bond issue for a
new town facility may include only the incorporated
town as the relevant geographic area.

. The change agent should consider the relevant
geographic areas for the issue weir in which he or
she intends to identify the community power actors.
The broadest geographic area be selected

. that Includes the specific areas releted to
each issue area of concern. ,In rural week this
generally includes the population center and the out-
lying rural area. This area liss.indlude either the
primary retail trade area, or the school district, or.
possibly. both of these areas.

If the change agent desires to identify the power
structure for a county. the power actors for each
community probibly will have to be identified.
Although only a limited number of research studies
of county-wide power structures been con-
ducted, the findings suggest that a icod county
pOwer structure doesn't exist, except in the case of a
county-based institution such as political party or-
ganizations or where the community and county
have common boundaries.

Determining the issue areas and the geographic
aree as a first step will -'Prepare the change agent for
the selection of arlappropriate method for identify-
ing the community power actors. The next four sub-
sections will.present four methods for identifying the
community power actors.

1





torMatiOn and evilitletiOn of omeniunity development
el kola

PrOosduras--Positiol.wd Method

Sept: Determine relevant positions.
--1111-01e-COLearnaMilbiwitirnaniss.

Sept AVMw and update Kate yearly.

Typas of Power Actors identified
The positkinel method identifies the visible

leaders in the community who are involved id both
public and private organizations. Change agents may
wish to distinguish between private organizations
that are more Novice-oriented (e.g. chamber of Dom-
mores) and those that we member-oriented (.d.
bridge club).

Examples of public position holders at city,
county. state. or federal levels that may be included
are:

a. Elected government leadersmayor. city coun-
cil members. Judge& school board rrwribers,
legislators, etc.

a.

te

A b. Appointed political officers and Higher civil
servantsheads of depertmwts and agencies.
appointed board embers', chairpersons of
political parties.

Examples of private and voluntary position
holders that would also be identified we:

a. Corporation executives land directorsheads.
of the major oorporation business and firm-

, clay institutions.

b.101ficeholdsrs voluntary as-
sociations,presidents of of corn-
nerve, parent-leacher associations, service
dubs, hospital wociliwies, ihdustrial devilloP
merit corporations, .

c. Formal office holders in member-oriented or-
ganizationspresidents of sports association%

. church organization& fraternal orders, labor
unions.

Advantages
The major advantage to the positional method is
east these community power octets are visible,
thus easily identified. ,

A second moor advantage is that there is little cost
Arroolveo_in_arkekongitypower
actors by using the positional nettled
A third advantage is that. from knowledge about
the formal position, such as the amount of
authority and responsibility vested in the position.
the change agent will be able to gain insight into
the incumbent's potential role in community
veionnilint Program-
A fourth advantage is that change agents who
maintain more extensive lists (organisations in
many different community sectors) will have a
good mospeaction of community leaders.

Limitations
. There are several limitations of the positional

method.,
The first limitation is the difficulty of determining
which positions hold power and which or do not
hold power to afflict various community decisions
Second. some positional power actors do not ex-

. erciss their potential. For exampie. the mayor may
be a figurehead easf not use the power invested in
his office to affect conimunity Oaks. Or, the iacal
teed of an absentee-owned corporation may limit
exercise of power in community affairs only to is-
suss where corporation interests are at stake.
Third, the positional method generally tends to
identify power actors who we in format positions
and who function in community affairs\ on the
Nee of authority. It does not identify those power
actorkwho operate behind the .0=n s% we not in .
formsl positions, and function on the basis of
personal influence. For xainpie, a very influential
power actor in a key voluntary association 'nay not
be in an office within that association.



. Description
In the 19504, the reputations! method developed

as an approach to identifying community power oc-
tant. This procedure involves selecting knowledge-
obis community citizens who provide a hat of power
actors and then rank them according to their
reputation for social power in community affairs.

Assumptions
The reputational method is based do the notion

that power is and involved in all social rel.-
tionships. It is that power to affect corn-
rmunity both influences and is a conse-
quence of . Reputation is an indicator of a
pow actor' potential to affect community issues
and of the resources that a power actor controls.
Those reputations are an index of the. distribution of
influence in the community.

Mother assumption is that knowledgeables know
power actors by their reputations. Rower is intangi-
ble and, therefore. measured indirectly by
knowledgeables' opinions and estimations of the
amount of influence that community power actors
possess. The final manor -assymption is that com-
munity power actors cannot be identified by justOb-
serving who holds offices or participates in public
meetings, board meetings, etc. Some power actors
are more concealed and operate behind the scenes
to affect community actions and decisions.

Procedures
`Identifying the community power actors through

the use of the reputational method inviblves in-
terviewing knowledgeables within the community.
Knowledgesbies arepersons who are perceived to be
well-informed concerning the power strut tines and
decision-making in the community. They are in-
divickafs wpo can identify those actors who have the
power to affect a number of community issue areas.

Mewing idenefied a number of oommultlly
knowledgeable., the change agent then intenriews
the knowledgeable, with a questiOsnaire to de.
termini, the repieed corrimunity power actors. This
may Involve any of the following modifications:

.014E4TEFPFICCESS
KnOwledgeables we asked to provide list

of community power actor& The types of ques-
tions asked vary.

b TWO-STEP PROCESS
The two-step priicedure differs in that lists of

power actors in various institutions or com-
munity sectors we first compiled by the thong,
agent. The second step Involves giving the lists
of power actors to a panel of knowledgeable. in
-the community who(seiect from the list Mose
who are reputed to have the moat power td af-
fect decisions.

c. EXTERNAL-KNOWLEDGEABLE PROCESS
This modification is especially useful to the

change agent with few contacts within the com-
. munity. In the first step of this method.

knowledgeables from outside the community
are interviewed, these knowledge-
*bias live outside the community of interest
they should have information and awareness of
who is "in the know" in the community. These
extemlil Itnowiedgeables are interviewed and
asked to list the names of internal knOwledge-
able&that is, individuals living in the.communi-
ty who they believe have a broad. general
knowledge of the community decision making
processes. In the second-1Np of this approach.
the internal knowledgeable. we interviewed
and asked to list the' nines of the community
power actors.

The following guidelines are suggested when us-
ing the reputational method. These inseor steps are
based on research experiences with the application
of the reputatIonal method (seer atm. Powers, 1965).
Somesuggesbons are:

1. CEFINING ISSUE AREAS.
The first step inirolves identifying the issue

areas of concern to community development
organizations and change agents. In addition to
specific issue areas. questions should be asked
to determine who has Mbar in the general al-.
fairs of the community.

ING THE GEOGRAPHIC AREA.
next step is identifying the geographic

area in which community ,cievelppment issues
. are -to be resolved. The relevant geographic'

. area may be a single community. a county, or a
region. The relevant geographic wee. may

- change depending upon the issue.



.saterwo (NOWILEDOEAbLES
After selecting the Issue WOOL change

agents need to select number of knowledge-
able* to be interviewed. Knowtedgeables may
Include:

--Bankers--
NewttPaper editors and radio station

menageis
Extension staff
Secretaries of chambers of commerce
Local government officiiki--ciry clerk . long

time office holder
uwity company personnel
Ministers -
Union Seeders

TI4 methods described in this publication have
been used in rural and urban communities. Some ad-
justments may be required with different sizes of
communities. As a working guideline. Powers (1905)
suggested the following number of intervtaws by see
of community:

fibs of CommunIty
250 - 1.000

1.001 - 2.500
2.501- 5.000
5.001 - 10.000

10.001 - 100.000

Number of Knowtedgeablee
To intervIeW------

5
7

10
15

Witte list of persons named as pow actors is not
duplicated several times after the suggested number
of knovAedgeables has been interviewed. it will be
necessary to identify and intdrJ.ew more
knovAedgesbles.

4. DEVELOPING A OUESTIONNAIRE. .

Before interviewing the knowledgeebles. tip
change agent should develop questions about esifh
of the selected issue areas and about the community
decision-making process. For example. one re-
seareher asked the following question (Garrison,
19011): .

sr many communities, relatively few penile we
able to affect the outcome of issues, sometimes
because they we in a position to make key de-
cisions or because they have the ability to
persuade others to follow thifir leadership. Would
you tell me the names of the most important and
influential leaders in this conynunity even if they
do not hold pubiic office?

Mother example of a question asked in a ce-
search project is(Blankenship. 1970):

Suppose a major project we before the com-
munity, one that required a decision by a group of
'seders whom needy evelyone would accept

Which people would yOu Cho011eito make UP Uwe
group regardless of whether or not you know
them personally?

To speed up interviewing. the change agent may
went to limit the number of issue west to saw or wow
including-thirereirckgenerel-stleirs-ThelleciaiOnot
how many issue areas to include is important

Several aspects need ooneideration In deciding
the number of issues to be studied. First. the decision
needs to be made concerning *hairier the change
agent wants to explore the general power structure
of the community. determining if its elitist. pluralistic
or perhaps of a soiereignly type. Or. the change
agent may be interested in only a specific issue arils
related to the proposed community programs.
Second. the size of the c;ornmunity might influence
the number of issue areas to study. That Is. with large'
communities the change agent would need to study
more issues, to get a broader spectrum of who has
POWOr. Third. the practical question of time and re-
sources should be considered.

As a guideline, the ?ongoing table suggests the
number of issues to study In ocownunities of different

Sae of Community
250 -1.500

1.501 - 5.000
5.001 - 10,000

more than t0.000

theater of Issues
to Study
3
4
6 -

or more

In the Appendix (p.24) is a simple questionnaire. it
is similar to one that has been used by change agents
interested in development of various sectors of the
community (for example. school principals.
ministers. Extension directors, community charitable
groups, and health groups). The questionnaire is in-
tended only as a model for possible use in a corn+
mi.mity to illustrate how these method nave been put
into action in change agents' programs. The change
agent may want to melee several changes. For exam-
pie, he may want to change the number of individuals
mentioned as influential from five to ten.

No hard and fast nisi exist concerning what
questions to include or how to phrase them. Ques-
tions should be phrased so they we clear. to the
point. and easily reed (try it out loud). These ques-
tions should be developed into a questionnaire with
appropriate space- to record the responses given. .
Before . interviewing knaMeclgeabies the change
agent should write down his own of the
persons likely to be the power actors in issue

area being if suggested. After this the
knowledgeable!' should be interviewed.

_ .



6, INTERVNEWW01000W1.1001A114.16
Alter idiattifying the knowledgeable.. Me thong*

agent must delete. MI/ approach to be used in in
iltrylovIng them. It * Important tOr the change agent

11-

10

left the prospecthes iinneolotigeebia vel0 you
we.

b establish the oblective of your interview.
c. stale the reasons you (Moe this .information.

and
d tell the person how the information will be

used

A is important for Me change agent to enure the
knowiedgeebles that the information they provide
von not be, published or reisiesed in any way that
would idilltitify them as the souras. (See sarn04- in-
troduction in Appendix p 24.)

SUMMARIZIfyG.
Once the knowledgeable* have been inter/awed.

the change agent should summwups the names of
the reputed power actors for each issue wee. This
can be done by counting up how many times the
knovotedgesbles mentioned each individual as a
power actor. For instance. Mew( Clark was men-
tioned by three knowledosebies in the area of
general affairs and by four knowledgeables in the
area of politics.

In any of the reputational procedures, the change
agent must then decode on a -cuttong off point" That
is. the Change agent must decide how many power
actors to include in the 'power actor pool. Criteria
that may be used include the number of times an in-
diviclueris named by knowledgeable* or the number
of paw actors that represent a certain proportion of
all nominations.

In the final decision. including too many in-
dividuals in the power actor pool is preferable to in-
cluding too fel and possibly not including sOmeone
who is a power actor. The pool of power actors
mods up Of those individuals named several bin's*.
The assumption is made that the individuals with the
most voles" in each issue inn we the top power ac-
tors of the cono'nunity for that issue area. The list of
'top power actors for all issue Wale constitutes the
pow actor pool for the community.

T. CHEOUNG RELIABILITY.
Once the pool of power actors has been

the change agent should check the reliability
of the lists. One -method for checking reliability is to
go to the two or three persons named most frb-
quently and ask these people the same questions the
change agents asked the kncovAedgesbko* in-
kwrnstion from the knowledgeabies hak bell! ac-.

cutely. the answers Obtained ITO& Mine gariOne
ithouso meaty duplicate the list already made If ad-
ditional names as suggested by InCirIP- than one of
these persons. the change agent. should include
thorn in the powdr actor pOol. partiCularty if they have
beer previously . mentioned by at less* one
mc-~wwWW

At this point. the change agent has identified the/ -
Pool oh community Power actors It is suggested that
trye entire process be repeated at intervals of two or
three years

Prooedures--Reputationei Method
lisp 1: Determine list of knowledgeebles
glop x Develop interview questions.

Sep Interview knowledgeables.

Step 4: Decode criteria to be in pow actor pool.

Sep I. Repeat process regularly

Types of Power Actors Identified
The reputationel method tends to identify general

power actors typo we behind the scenes" as well as
power actors who we visible to the general public.
-.Behind the scenes- power actors we community
power actors who may not perticipalls in the public
forum but may play motor roles in formulating
policies and decisions and exerting influence
through informal prodeeses. Generally. this lip-
Prosch identifies the 'canonic dominants (ex-
ecutives of nititor corporations. busineeimen.
banker", financial leedws). etected Officials who we
reputed to be pow holders. ProessionSts (lawyers.
doctors. cientists)And political Netters.

Advantages
. piers are several advantages of the reputabonel

method.
This method identifies a wide scope of community
power act oog- Those who operate -behind the

-scenes" we identified as well se power actors who
hold formal poetbons andior who we visible.
Power actors who can exercise influence to pre-
vent some problem siege from becoming com-
munity issues or to block decisions and programs
also are identified.
Mother advantage of the remitational method" is
that one can determine the reputed connUnity
paw actors for a number of comniunity issue
areas if these issue areas we built into the ques-
tionnaire design used by the chertue agent. This is-
sue- specific modification is used in the question-
naire in the Xppendix(p.24) around the issue areas
al government affairs. business and industry.
humeri services and education.

1 11
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Description .

In response to the reputational method, Dahl
(19611 developed the decision-making method (also

/- called event analysis). This mettiod involves tracing
the history of a collective decision concerning at
least one issue area Power actors are those iden-
lifted as actually partrcipating in Tie cdncrete,de-
cision arkrkhose suggestions and demands are in-
corporatei:( in-the-final outcome. .-

...Assumptions!
The basic assumption underlying this method is

that social povierio. affect decisions is made through.
Partidipition in decision-making processes. Thii
participation is an index bf the distribution of power.
Actual participation in decisions is established as the
criterion for identifying the community power actors.

PrOceduies
'When -usind the decision-making method to iden-

tih,f the community actors, the change agent
selects a number or d7irsions representative of all
community decisions. .The community decisions

have occu in the past, or the
in-

vestigatedvestigated may hav
change agent may select some urrent issues that
have just been initiated and, fo ich decisions have
not yet been made. Eiiamples Of community de-
cisions are; obtaining a new industry, establishment
of a mental health clinic, passing a school bond is-
Sue, creating a citizen action council and passing
bond issues to improve hospitals, libraries and other
'corrirnUnity facilities. -

As. in the reputationsl method, the change agent
shwa select community decision areas 'highly
relevant to community development or to the issue
areasin which the change agent will likely be initiat-
ing action efforts in the future. To help decide i'which
decisions to select for study, the change agent may
want to interview- a knowledgeable in the issue area.
,For- example, if the change agent is trying to improve.
the ;quality of health care in a county, the ad-
ministrator of the county hospital _Fdpuld be in-
terviewed concerning recent collective decisions in
the health issue area Through studying these de-

cis iceit or issues, the changeagent should be able to
identify thosedWer actors who actually participated

4.- in making isionsand who may likely participate in
k making future decisions in those issue areas.

the decision-making method, the change agent
studies the issue from its initiation through its corn-
pletion to determine the decisiori makers at each of -
the stages. Although this process is time consuming,
it dais provide the opportunity to determine who the
legitimizers were and whether or not they became in-
volved in the monriaion-oriented phases of the is-
sue.

.

Action-oriented leaders are also identified in the
decision-making method. The roles of these leaders
and the resources they contributed to the community
action program can be determined.

There are several rtechniques that "the ,change
agent might use to determine the decision makers.
Through interviews with actual participants in com-
pleted action programs; the-change agent can re-
construct the steps of the action program and ask
questions to jetermine who made decisions at each
step. (See Appendix p.-26 fot sample interview ques-
tionnaire). In addition to interviews, the change ageht
might study any documents related US the resolution
of the issue to determine who the decision makers
were. This might involve reading minutes of meet-
ings, special reports,, committee reports, newspaper
accounts, and other written documents pertaining to
the issue.

- In areas where the issue is just emerging, the
change agent might attempt to -attend all formal
meetings related to the issue and then through ob-
Servation determine who the decision makers are.
Also, personal interviews and informal contacts can
be sources for additional information on issues that
are in process or are just emerging as relevant is-
sues. -

After determining the decision Makers for seVeral
issue areas, the change agent can then determine a
pool of power actors. One criteria that can be used to
determine the pool of power actors is the cumber of

-4 -successes that each power actor has had in support-
ing or blocking proposals and decisions.

- -

The nu ber of, actufl decisions that the re-
searcher ces is art?AtrarY. A general Guideline is to
trace d sions represefcting several different com-
munity issue areas, with at least one decision in the
specific area of interest to the change agent.

'

As with the reputational method, the change
agent needs to study several decisions in different is-

13



sue suss to determine whether kgeneralized power r

structure. oasts that affects most issue areas or'
whether specialized pointer structures exist that deal.
with,single-ks- sues. Finally, as new community issues-
emerge. the )change agent can follow these issues to
identify the key declfgon makega. As with the other
methods, lists of power actors identified by the de-.
citiongmaldng method should be ceviewed and up-

.
dated at regular-intervals.

' Pocedures--Decisiory4Aaking Method
I.

sp1: Selec:trepreseritatiye community decisions.
Step2: Include relevant decision areas:

-"Step Trace decision-making process.
asp & Determine leaders in decision. .

iltep/6:Review new community clecisionsof interest.

.Types of Pow Actors Identified .

The community power' actOrs identified by this
. method are thoias who are or were- active or in-

strumental in the 'resolution of community issues or
problems. If several community deions are
Studied, one can establish whether thS unity
power -actors are: (1) general Rimer actors, that, is,

-those who participate as decision. makers on several
community issues, or (2) spetialized power actors,
that is, those who appear as decision makers on only
one major community decision. Because this method
Studies actual behavior-rather than- reputed power,
the community power actorsana visible leaders.

Advantages
Through the dedision-Makin g. method, the change
agent can determine the actual possession and
use of resources, not just the reputation for having
and using them.

4

If the actual behavior of community power actOrs
who participate in several issue areas
termined/one can identify general power actors by
the actual overlap of. sower from one issue to
another., .

Through . analyzing several issue areas the
specialized community power actors who affect
only one issue area can be traced and their actual

pie determined.
4By tracing a number of community decisions from

the initiation through the execution and final
stages of the decision, the roles of the participants
can be determined at each stage of the issue. This
perrnits the change agent to delineate the extent to
whrch the 'community-power actors who makettok
policy decisions on -each issue also .activeiy
participate in the action or implementation phases
to execute the policy decisions.

Limitations .

Studying a number of representative community
decisions is rather time consuming and costly. If
one is to determine whether one power structure
affects the.decisions in all major issues before the
cosnmunity. or whether several power structures,
etch varying frOm one major issue to the ne?ct, are
in operation, then several issues must be studied.

Since the decision-making method assumes that.
actual behavior is a measure of leadership, it fails
to determine whether some community power ac-
tors operated "behind the scenes" to affect the de-
cisions.

The decision-making method also ignores power
actors who may be able to keep latent issues from
emerging into open controversy.

its
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SOCIAL PARTICIPATION
ME T HOD

Description
The social partiCipation method (also called social

activity method) involves the listing of participants in
voluntary associations in the community. Polder ac-
tors are those who are bolding, fomial positions irr
voluntary associations and those who are participat-
ing in their activities. They are the commurirty mem-
bers with thf highest degree of social partication in
volOntary associations.

Assuniptions
In the social participation method. the major-Ai-

sumption is -that power to affect community Wr-
cisions is acquired through participation and holding
offices in the consnunitifs voluntary associations.
Those who are active in comrpunity decisions and al--
fairs are also assumed to be community members
who actively participate as members, officers, or
committee and in other townsl activities in
voluntary cations. 7-

ProCedures
The social participation._ method involves de-

termining which members of the Community have the
highest social participation in voluntary associations.
Different criteria may be used to determine social

rough indexes of memberships in voluntary associa-
participation. A number of studies have developed

bons. Other studies hive included the offices held
and memberships in various committees.Through de-
veloping an index or score for each member in the
voluntary associations, it can be determined which
community members have the highest levels of
participation..

Because time and financial constraints make it
virtually impossible for change agents to study all the
voluntary associations within a community, the.

cheisge agent should select a, number of key corn-
munity voluntary associations. The criteria for select-
ing relevant community voluntary associations might
be the extent to which the voluntary associations are
oriented to community affairs, their resource base,
and/or the perceived relevancy of the voluntary as-
sociations to the change agent's action p!ogram.-
(See Appendix p. 29 for sample list of voluntary or-
ganizations). -

Having identified the key community voluntary as-
.

sociations, the change agent would obtain lists of the -
membership, officers, board of directors; and com-
mittees for each key voluntary association. This data
might be gathered by making a personal contact with
one of the voluntary association's officers and asking
for a membership list and a listing of the officers,
board of directors, and committees.

After the collection of data. from the selected
voluntary associations, the change agentWould -corn-
pare and determine the overlaps in membership, of-
ficers, board of directors, and committees. The,
change agent might arbitrarily assign weights to the
various types of participation in 1,01u:dant- associa-
bons. Fort example, membership In a voluntary as-
sociation' might be assigned 1 point; serving on a
committee or board, 2 points; serving as a committee
chairman or board chairman, 3 points; and serving as
an officer, 4 pointer

Once scores for each individual for the various
types of partidipation in each voluntary association in
which he or she had membership are assigned, a
total participation score for each individual. can be
determined. Those with the ,highest participation
scores would be defined as the pool of community
-power actors. °Like the other methods, it is essential
to update this Hit on a regular basis, preferably each
year or.every other year.

ProceduresSocial Participation Method
Step 1: Select key voluntary associations.
Step 9titain list of association participants: -

Stqp 3: Compare and determine overlaps.
4: List power actors with most participation.
5: Update regularly: \-

Types; of Power Actors identified-
method identifies visible participants in

various activities of voluntary associations. If a
number of voluntary associations are studied, one
can determine the overlap of memberships among
the various voluntary associations. This approach
tendI to intify "effectors," that is, community
members lAo become highly involved in action
phases of voluntary associations.

a
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Advantages
The major advantage of this' method is that it iden-

- titles power actors who are active in community af-
fairs.

.

Research studies of community leadership have
found that key comMunity power actors had been
active in voluntaritkinsociations often prior to
becoming key con:Muni* power actors. The social
participation rriatfiod may, therefore, be used to
identify younger members of the community who
aspire to becoming key power actors.

Also, an advantage of the social participation
method is that it identifies community members
who are likely; .to paiticipate in the action phaies of .

community issues.

Unitations
. There are several limitations to the social
participation method.

First, this procedure is time consuming and costly
for. the change agent. Study of several major
voluntary associations in the. community requires
the collection of data on membership, officers.
committees, and other activities for each voluntary
association.

This method also identifies only the active power
actors in community affairs and not the power ac-
tors who operate behind the scenes.

r.
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The question comes Op as to whether indeXes
.based on niernbershits and offices it) voluntary as-
sociations are necessarily indicative of inv4e-
ment on prOjects in the voluntary association.

. ,

Also': there is the question of the extent to which
the power actors identified trough 'the social --

participation method are in fact the) decision
maketh pn key community issues. Research find-
ings tend to support the' dea that many of thoie,
who formulate community policies and participate --

in community decision-making, while holding
rnem-lberbips in key voluntary associations in the
community,Nare not currently offi qir active
participants ifl voluntary associations. When one
analyzes the past behavior -of key community

, power actors, they have Often held.memberships
(and continue to), served as officers.' and
participated actively in voluntary associations.
Participation in voluntary associations may be
perceived as the training grOurid for developing
key community power actors.

Finally, the study, of social participation in the
voluntary associations fails to identify the specific
issues in which the high -score participators are
likely to be decision makers or active partidipants. /

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the advantages, ditad-
vantages,. assumptions, types of leaders identified,
and procedUres usetwith each of the four methods
discussed in this publication.



-COMPARISON OF METHODS..
One question facing change agents is which

method to use to identify community power actors.
each method would identify a similar pool of corn-
mUnitif power "actors, the change agent could select
that. method that.uses-the least resources in terms of

_ time arid cost tf: on the other hand, each of the four
methods identifies a different pool of community
Power actors,' then . the selection of a method
bedtimes more complex.

A limited number of . comparative studies of the
four methods have been conducted td determine if
the four methods identify the same power actor pool.
The findingi from these studies are not conclusive,
but tend to indicate the various methods select dif-.
ferent types Of leaders.

One comparative study was conducted r by
Freeman et al. (1970) in the Syracuse, New York,
metropolitan area. The basic objective of their study

jtVas td determine the extent to which these four

TABLE 1. Summary table: Four methods of idetidfying power softly

METHOD ASSUMPTIONS
POSI TIONAL Power rests in

important posi-
tons of formal\organizations.
Position holders
make decisions
and control
resources.

.TYPE OF
LEADER IDENTIFIED-ADVANTAGES MUTATIONS
Higher civil
servants,
corporation

. executives,
elected and

pointed formal,
office holders,
voluntary asso-
ciation
officers.

Leaders are
visible, thus
easily identi-
fied. L
costly. eight
into potential
role. Good
cross-section
of leaders.

Positional
leaders may not
exercise their
potential.
Fails to identify
informal readers.
Difficult to
determine which
positions do or
do not have power.

REPUTATIOPU1L. Power is
reflected in
reputation.
Knowledgeables
know power
actors by
reption.
Some power
actors are
concealed.

General leaders
that are con-
cealed as well
as those visible
to the public.

Identifies
visible and con-
cealed leaders.
Determines
leaders in
several issue
areas.
Relative ease
in carrying out
technique.

Determining who
is or is not
knowledgeable.
Reputed power
may not be
exercise
Fails to identify
specialized

- power holders.

DECISION
MAKING

Power is Instrumental
acquired through leaders in the
participation in resolutioRof
decision-making community
processes. issues.

Determines actual
behavior rather
than reputation.
Reveals overlap
of power in
issue areas.
Identifies
specialized
power holders.
Identifies roles
of power actors.

Time co4suming
and costly.
Fails to
identify
leaders who
are ''behind
-the scenes" or
in "non deci-
sions."

SOCIAL Power is
PARTICIPATION acAuired through

participation in
activities and
off icet-in,
voluntary
associations.

Visible partici-
pants in
activities of

'Voluntary
associations.

Identifies
active community
leaders and
those likely
to be active
in action
programs.

Time consuming
and costly.
Fails to
identify con-
cealed leaders
dr specific

-area of
participation.
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methOds wciuld identify the same persons tie being in
. _the top leadership caegory In the Freeman study,

procedures in using each method were similar to
those described in this publication.

In Comparing the research "finctings (the list bf
power actors identified with each method), Freeman
et al. (1970) far& little agreement' in the top 32
leaders identified by. each method:with the excep-
tion of The comparison of the reputations' and pp*
bona! methods. If there had-been a perfect overlap
between the two mettiOds, the lists of power actors
would agree 100 percent. The comparison of the two
methods indicated a 74 percent overlap. Table 3
shows-the of overlap in using the Idif-

," ferent methods power actors. Notice that
the percentage is usually IoM,, that is
bsetween 20 and Freeman concluded that
reputation for leadership seems to derive primarily
from position, not from participation.

TABLE 2. Summary of Pr9cedurei.

1. Positional Method
Determi-ne relevant-positions for your corn-

. munity action effort.
Collect names, addresses, and telephone
numbers for the incumbents of theie posi-
tions.
Maintain and update yearly lists of these
position holders.'
As new relevant positions we created, add
them to the list.

2. Reputations' Me hod
Select relevant issue areas.

Select an appropriate number of knowledge-
ables.
Select appropriate kind of knowledgeables.
Develop approach to use with knowledge-
ables.
Develop interview questions and question-
naire.
Write down your own perceptions of who has
power.
(nterview each knowledgeable.

-Decide criteria to be in power actor pool.
Check reliability.
Make any adjustments based on reliability
check.
Repeat the process every two or three years.

3. DecIsion-Making Method
Select a number of decisions representative
o, all selected issue areas.

Include decisions that are highly relevant for
your programs. -

Trace the decisiop- making process in each
decision from its initiation to completion by
interviews, documents, newspapers, attend-
ing meetings, and personal contacts.
'Determine who the leaders arefor each de-
cision and issue area.
Review new decisions of interest. detennin-

' ing wbo the power actors are.

4. Social Participation Method
=Select a number of key cornn'unity voluntary
associations.
Obtain lists of members, officers, directors,
and conwhittees forbach selected voluntary
association. -

Compare and determine overlaps in merry
bership, officers, board of directors, and
coinmittees.
Define those as having the greatest
participationas a pool of community leaders.
Update on a regukir, basis. J

TABLE 3. Comparison of methods:
Percentage of agreement In power actors identified.°

Method:

4 '

141

.Decision-
Making 100% ' 25% 33% 39%

Social
Participation 25% 22%

Reputational 100% 74%

'Positional 100%

. a Freemenetat(197043.345).

Another comparative study was conducted by
(1970)' in two New York communities.

Blankenship compared the reputational and de-
cisiorimaking methods. The procedures used were
similar to those outlined for these two methods in
this publication. In both communities, the top 14
leaders as identified through 'the reputational
method were compared. with the top 14 leaders in
each of five community issue areas as determined by
the decision-making method.,

A number of power. actors in both communities
were identified by the decision-making method as
playing roles in one or another of the five decisions.
For the most part, these poWer actors who tended to
specialize in only one or two issue areas were not



idenilfied*thrciugh the rep4tational-rnethod. Power
actors who' participated in three Or moire- of the five
decisions as determined by lice lecision-makik giro-
=due tended to be identified ttwougri the repute-
tionei procedure as having a general reputation for
'power in conimunity affairs-. .

Blankeniiitip (197( concluded that there w s con-
siderable overlap in the results produced by the two
methods. The power actors who participate iryrnak-
ing decisions in several issue areas are also generally
recognized as having a reptionVor power. The 're-
putational method as used in the BINVw -Wiip study
generally failed to identify the power actors who
participated as dicisign makers in only one issue
area In comparison viith the Freemel at al. (1470)
-study, Blankenship did not. find as great a dis-
crepanpy between . the power actors identified
liwough the reputationsl and decision-making
methods. .

I

A general conclusion is that in terms of types- of
leaders identified, the positional method will likely
identify the institutional leaders, the office holders
and the visible leaders. The teputational method will
tend to identify the reputed leaders, the generalized
,waders and both visible and non-visible leaders.
Through using the decision-making method.
generalized and specialized activists, actual leaders
and visible leaders are likely' to be identified. The
social participation method will likely identify the ef-
fectors, th&voluntary association leaders andvisible
leaders.

In summary, the four methods have some ten-
dency to identify different power actor pools and dif-
ferent types of leaders. Because research findings
are incl:inclusiifirat this stage, it would seem desira-
ble for change agents to consider several factors in
selecting a method. -

20
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SELECTING A\METHOD
The particuilar method which the change agent

selects will var. depending upon (1) the objectives for
the change agenj action programs, (2) the types of
power actors one desires to identify. (3) the resources
Wadable to identify the power actors and (4) the
change agent's style. Each of these factors will be

- briefly discussed below.

Oblectives
if the objective is to carry out action programs in

several community issue areas, thechange agent will
'likely want to identity the power actors kir each
specific issue area. Conlidering _that the positional
and social participation methods. do not identify
power actors by specific issue areas, more ap-
propriate methods to achieve this objective are the
reputational and decision-making methods. These
two methods also can determine whether there is a
generalized power structure that affects decisions in
several community issue areas, or whether the power
structure varies among issue areas.

In the situation where the change agent perceives
a continuing involvement in community action pro-

, grams over many yearS, rather than a short. single ac-
tion program, a combination of methods is sug-
gested. The positional method arid either the repula-
tional or decision-making method may be combined.
Combining -Methods will be discussed in the next
section of this publication.

Types of Power Actors
Anothei criterion to consider is the type of power

actors that the change agent desires to identify.
Before selectiAg &method. the change agent shoUld
consider the types of power actors to- be identified
and select the appropriate' methodlp, to identify
them. Table 1 (p. 17) presents a summary the types
of power actors identified by each method.

In deciding on the appropriate type of power ac-
.. tor, the change agent should consider queStions

such as.thefollowing.poes the change agent desire
to identify the power actors who formulate the

. policies and directions of community issues? Or
does'the change agent desire to identify the action-
oriented power actors? In some cases, the objective
May be to identify both types of power actorsi The
change agent may also want to identify the visible

power actors, the non-visible actors who
operate behind the scenes" or boPr

tf the change agent is interested in identifying the
action-oreented power actors within the community.
the most appropriate methods to Sieve this objec-
tive are the decision-making and social participation
methods. Generally, the positional and reRutational
methOds, unless designed differently than described.
do not identify action-oriented leaders.

ResourcesAreliable
The resource* available for identifying the com-

munity power actors is anothe1 impOrtant criterion in
selecting a methOd. Most chancje agents have limited
time and financial resources with which to identify
the community pciWef actors. - .

Generally, the methods that require the least re-
sources in terms of time and finances are the posi-
tional and reputational. The time and cost of using
the decision-making method is higher if the power
actors are to beidetietified in several community issue
areas. Resources for the social participation
method depend ugoon how many community or-
ganizations are selected for the study.

One strategy foridentifying the community power
actors is to involve several members of the change
agency in the identification process. This can
minimize the time that any one change agent
to allocate to the project. For-example, the
of a social service agency might design. a group
project for identifying the community power actors
which involves several staff members.

)F-xpertise of the Change Agent
The style of the change agent also will affect the-

selection of the method. Change agents with limited
experience in conducting interviews may be hesitant
to select a method that involves interviewing. Skills in
conducting interviews cap be developed through
practice, sessions and pre-testing the questionnaire.

Change agents new to a community mayleel-hesi,-
tant to conduct interviews. Prior to 'conducting in-
terviews, they. should visit with other change agents
who can prcivide background information regarding
the community. In some cases, the Change agent may
decide not to do the interviewing, but involve other
change agents in. conducting the interviews.

1
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COMBINING :METHODS
As the four methods have some tendency to iden- .

tify different types of power actors, another
alternative for change agents is to use a combination
of Methods or combine/ elements from the various
methods info one method. For change agents with .
primary roles in cogrimunity development, it is sug-
gested that, at a minimum, the positional method be
used to maintain an updated list of pow actors.

The poSitional 7method should identify those
power actors who are in positions of authority. In ad-
dition to4dentifying persons who are-in elected Pdei-
tiorts.this method may identify many.Of the.power Sc-
tors in ' non-elected positions if these positions, (for,
example; corporation executives, business heads,
board members, and appointed officials) are in-

in the
relYili

however, its li
ion who
lack visibil"
method has
elements from the other threet-methods to identify
those power actors who are not in authoritative posi-
tions. :

. Ir.

nal lists. The major disadvantage
on the positional method is,

in identifyingkey power ac-.
te- behind. the s-- and, thus,

in community affairs. The positional
en been supplementiid by combining

Ancither oath the change agent could wile is

Ale

/

log

a combination of elements ti.om tedeputational and -

decision- making methods. Under the basic tech-
nique of interviewing knoWledgeables with a ques-
tionnaire, as in the reputatiOnat MONA' the_cluee-
tAii annaire might be designed to gather tiolo types of

First, a few- question; might beasked to gather
perceptions from the .knowledgeibles about the
reputation for power. An example of this is the ques-
tion that asks who .has the most pow& to- affect de-
cisions within the community when you think of all
the activities.of the community.

The second type of relate to partidi-
pants in decisions in ific issue areas that have
already been suppcirtedor blocked in the coMmuni-.
V. For example, w iquestibn might be asked, to: 07
teirnine the actual decision makers for a bond ''issue
to build a new community hospital. Also, questions
can be asked to determine who was successful in
blocking community issues that have been defeated
by the community. Asking the.knowledgeables abbut
actual decons that have been made is combining
elements from the decision-Inaking method with the
reputational method. This can overcome some of the.
limitations often)mentioned about the use of these
methods.
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SUMMARY
The major purposes of this publication- we to (l).

present four different methods for identifying the
community power actors, (2) provide a description of
how change agents might use each of the four
methods. (3) compare the methods for identifying the

pity power actors. (4)- suggest ways to use
of methods or combine elements from

the various methods into one method. and) sug-
gest factors for the change agent to consider in
selecting an appropriate method.

In conclusion, the authors believe it is essential

C-

for change agelnts parthitilarly thosti concerned with
community development issues, to have a knowledge
and understanding of community decision makers
and how they affect community decisions. Because
legitimation with power actors is an irriportant step in
the process of community action programs, failure to
obtain legitimation may result irr the defeat of:- the
change agents program (Beal, 1964). The allocation

. of some time and resourcesto identifying power ac-
tors, maintaining updated lists, and building linkages
and relationships with commLmity power actors will
enhance most community action efforts. . .

404
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. POSMONAL PAETHOD
Il Somas Sad List of formal Pcieidons

mew or city menoger.
decor Scum council
-Olhe; Weal govoinmentel positions

City cleric
City attorney
Sheriff
Police chief

- Oralesseor-txstChngrepector

130erd of
Eloctidtidarcl mentors (exarroles: hospital. park. fair or uplift)
Local Oder pistige of the peace
Political party prisionciincreounly chairpersons .

Presidents of voluntary associations r canrunity
Prose:tints of chi/fibers of commerce or indUstrial cleyeiopmint

vorpprsbone .

Prellidenta d wvtcs clubs auxiliaries
Heads of fraternal Orders. orsillnixabons. or ;nvade Clubs
Preeldente of
President: of worsens
Presidents of religious organizations (sserni:des United Christian

%taxmen's Club. associabon)
el/residents of farm or co-ops
Presidents of labor unions
Prepdents and chreckxs of banks. swings and loans aseoctabona
Heeds of moor corporations. companies or Indust
Heeds of departments or agencies (exampies: services.

farmer's horns admin.. consignation. recreation)
Preestents Of charstatle organizations
SupsnMendent of scliociis

School principals
Hospital administrator
Chief of staff at local hoepitai
Director of county bar assOciation
Professional specialists in community (eitarnOiat only veterinarian

in a farm corn-noun/1y. only accountant)
Childreg and youth recreation programs ( scouts. baseball)
14anagewi and editors of mass media.

(

REPUTATIONAL METHOD

Sample Questionnaire to Use to identify
The Pow Structure of a Community

I. Suggested Introduction
A Introduce yoixself and position (if you do not

'personally know the knowledgeable).

I

B. Discuss the rationale for the interview (de-
veiop your own style). M. saimpie of an in-
froductionaoLtsrationale that might be used by
change in Extension Servici in an in-
teiew is: %. .

'

As you may know. the Extension Service is
interested in providing educalionlii services

7for,all the people in the community. Vfe've
been known for many 'years for our work
with agriculturat ...development horns
economics. 4-H pnd youth, and community'
developnient and public .

- We know that succettsful community :flats
(school Mond immune. pork)aciiitiss. in-
au development. prevantalorll health)
arsthe results of effective leedlership by kw
people. Our success is Mated to our
knowledge of the totml comMunity, ideri
tification of the key people and our

.. to meet the infornistienal needs
end other community members have.
Because of this desire to be even more if-
fective. we are asking several persons Me
yourself to desalt* the way pimple work
together to make decisions and plans in this
community for several kind&of issues..

C. Use of data (Make .sum theydnderstand this
put it in your own words).

We expectto use the information we get on
organizations and leadership to

h e l p u s . . a more effective job in the Ex,
tension None of the information
which give us will be published or re-
leased in any way which would identify you
as the source.
Are there any gfts you would like to

' ask before I begin?
(At ilia poirl try o ind a quiet, cco)*rtable place to
answer questions. Be sure you have pencils and a lap
board b use to write on in case ewe isn° t a table or
desk.)
II. Community Organktsilons

A ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION
As I indicated, I would like to ask several ques-
tions about community influentials and
groups. Just so we understand what we are
talking about. COMMUNITY means thif city of

1. There are many organizations in every corn-
munity.
a. In your opinion, which are the five most

influential organizations in this corn-
munity?
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N. Oiler Clutiallissle
A. Nut role do the newspaper, local TV and

radkratations PI* In community affairs? How
do they help form opinions on salient con-
malty Issues?

B. IMO effect do business people have on civic
issues in contrast to nonbusinees people (pro-
fessionals.... labor leaders. government of-
ficiale)? For example, do barbers, .restaurant
owners, etc., tend to take advantage of a cap-
tive audience to promote their personal views
on community projects?

C. Are there Any inforrhal gibups or "closed" or
(non public) that tend to shape

and determine the . destiny of communityaka
Q. Are most decisions made concerning corn-

munfty issues brought to the attention of the
public by one individual or by a group? Who
are they?

-E. Information on the Person being Interviewed

Name:

Address:

Occupation:

Years lived in community:

# What community orgagrizations do you belbng
- to now? How many years have you been a

member? Have you been an officer in the past
five years? Have you been active beyond the
local level (that is, district, state, national)?

Name of
Organization Yeers

Local
Officer

Beyond
Local

r
In What Way

-

.Yes No Yes No

YIPS No Yes No
,..

...

F. Interview Conclusion .

Ask if the participant haven), final ques-
tions. Then thank the respondent by express-
ing wilt appreciation and gratitude for
respondents time, cooperation and
thoughtfirl comments.

DECISION-MAKING METHOD
Decisionamicing Method

Sample_Questionnsireto_tie.toidsntlfy
ttbe Power Structure of a Community

Suggested introduction and Question
Format to Use in interviewing

issusPwticipants

I. Suggested Introduction
..

A. Introduce yourself and position (if you do not
personally know the participants).

B. Discuss the rationale for the Interview (de--
velop your own style). A, p.lexample of an in-

. troduction rationale, that might be uelid by
charge agents in Extension Service in an in-
terview -

Assyou may know, the Extension Service is
interested in providing services for all the
people in this county. We've been known
for -many years for our work with
agricultural development, home
economics, and 4-H and youth and corn-
munfty development and public affairs.

We know that successful community efforts
(school bond issued, park facilities, in-
dustrial development, preventative health)
are the results of effective leadership by key
people. Our success is related to our knowl-
edge of the total community, identification
of the key people and our capacity to meet
the informational needs that they and other
community members have.

Because of this desire tole even more ef-
fective. we are asking several persons like
youreallio deryilbe the way_people work
together to mall decisions and plans in this
community for several kinds of issues.

C._ Use of data (Make sure they understand this,
putin your own words.)

We expect to use the information we get on
community drcjanizitions and leadership to
help us do a =re effective job in the Ex-
tension Service. None of the information
which you give us wilt be published or re
leased in any way which would'identify you
as the source.

Are there any questions you would like to
- ask before I begin?



(At Shia point by o Ind a quiet comic:debts pkico
meow ountions. Be we yoci have pencils and a lap
boon f use o swap on in ono thole isn't table or
cloak) -

1. What major t is-.

sues has the community in the last
five years?

DATE DATE CONCLUDED
ISSUE INITIATED OR DECIDED

J.

2. What was the major, key issue in the
community that created the greatest
amount of concern and community-wide
interest?

3. When a really tough issue comes up in this
community, who are the people you would

g
. eicpect to get or be involved? .

I am aware that you have been involved in
4 recent community develbpment project
in this community (clearly indicate what
project you we referring to). In the next
several questions I would like to discuss
how the community and its leaders
worked together on this project

4. First, please tell me how you first became
aware of the need for this project.

(The following we additional questions to ask if you
still want more information concern in the partici-
pants first awareness of problem).

- When exactly were you first aware of the
need?

1,4110 brought this need to your attention?

Was there a 'crises or turning point that
aroused your interest?

5. This need 'had existed for some time, -
what was there about the situation at this
point that made the community leaders
decide to get involved or to do
something about tWprolalem?

6. Who was .invorvecl in the early, initiating
stage in this community development le-
iue? What was each of their roles?

ROLE

7. Who had the expert knowledge that was
needed in the initial planning stages of
this project? (for sued*, was there any
legal, monetary, social.welfare, zoning, or
governmental information needed, and
who provided it?) ,

& In relation to this community issue, whit
aftematives were proposed? Who sug-
gested each one arxVor tried to persuade
others to try It? How did 'others' respond
to these alternatives?

OTIIERS
ALTERNATIVE PROPOSER RESPONSE

0

9. fitter the initial discussions of the problem
and the possible alternatives for action,
whOwas iresponsiblefor really getting the
action started? Who else supported this
action?

ACTION INITIATOR SUPPORTERS

28

10. In regaids to this point in the program -
(the mobilization of resources find
launching of the. project), would you out-
line explicitly what was needed to be

. done to get the project really in action?



11. Who did the program organizers check
with for legitimation or a final okay? Was it
formal or informal?

12. Who Was contacted to gain support or ap-
proval of project plans? (Include name even
if parson is not in a formal position.)

ii
13. In most small communities there is some'

reluctance to accept changes. Was there
anyone who was in opposition to certain
plans or alternatives? At some time, were
any of them ever successful in vetoing of )
changing a Suggested plan? Describe how
they made their oppsition known?

14. Often the initial group involved in a com-
munity issue is relatively small. Please tell
me how this -group persuaded *others to
get involved after the initial stages?

15. In response to this questiOn, I would like
you to focus on your perSonal involvement.
in this project Describe the events that
Au were involved in and the role that you
played in each.

$i

-

.

16. It has been suggested that in the course of
a community development program, there
we different stages activities such as
those listed here. As I to each step,
would you please indicate was most
involved in this?

a. Initiation of interest-

b. Planning for needs and alternatives

c. Informal legitimation

d. Formal legitimation

e. Staffing project

f. Publicity and comm wication

g. Financing

h. 'Getting public support or appri3Val

i. Setting up goals

t. Putting plap into action

17. Community
munity prog
ing needed
list of
needed in

often support corn-
by donating or invest-

for the program. A
resources which may be

program follows. For each
Individual whom you indicated as 11

in this community decision,
resources that were important

participant a Separate list of re-



nisouiscss yam= Km COMMUNFTY
osvaLawasiff PROGRAMS

Contacts with others M the community
____Contiuleadtholharrouaildecitthe_convntinity__

Conbol over coedit or funding
Control over jobs
kinsmen
Ethnic solidarity
Human rslylpnsskills

Officiation or legitimacy
Parsonalenergy
Personal wealth
Popularity or charisma
Right to vote
Skills of their profession
Social standing
Time

NAME OF INFLUENTIAL RESOURCES

18. As you think about all the areas in which
decisions are made concerning com-
munity affairs, are there any people who
are influenthil or who would generally be
moist actively involved in these decisions
of general affairs of the community?

OR

Who are the people who have influence
and _are actively involved in many issue
areas and are important in making de-
cisions in the community?

NAME OF GENERAL POWER ACTORS

.

19. Information on the Participant in-
terviewed.

Nam

Address:

occupabon-

. INTERVIEWCONCLUSION
Expiles your appreciation and gratitude for respon-
dent's time, cooperation and thoughtful comments.
You may want to leave a professional card with name
and address. Ask if the participard has any final ques-
tions. Thank the respondent again.

SOCIAL PARTICIPATION

Examiiiss of Voluntary OrgenteatIons
in_Dttferentissue_Arees-4

Health
Hospital auxiliaries
American Red Cross
American Cancer Society
County heat association

Economic (Business, Industry)
Industrial development corporation

7.- Chamber of commerce
Junior chamber of commerce
Business and professional women's organizations

PolOce
League of Women Voters
Young RepublicansiDembcrats

Religion
Holy name society
Inoar-church activities conirnittee
ChCxch women or men folkyaship
Church youth fellowship
Ministerial association

Education
Adult education council
Extension council
School teachers association ,

Parent-Teachers Association
Booster club .

Service and Recreation
iGwan is
Lions
Boy Scouts
Country club ,

Community women clubs
. Newcomers club

Agriculture \
Farm Bureau
Farmers Borne Administration
Fair board
4-H extension leaders

Fraternal or Fiatriodc
Shrines
Daughters of American Revolution
Masons
American Legion

30
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Isere A local problem or "happening" that is perceived to Involve conimunity re-
gourd's that we important to the community, tie Involve choices of action to
involve individuals and groups In the community, anci to have the potential

_ fee dasersatnent

Latent Issues A community issue that has the potential to affect some aspect of the status
quo but It is covertly blocked and doesn't develop into an open commuhlty it
sue.

LegSleastion

LagNienizere

Thb precook in social action in which community leaders and power actors
are advised about the program In order to encourage their sanctioning of the
planned action.

Thaw individuals (popkilacs or power actors) who play the role of
gatekeepers and who oayightfuly give the approval, acceptance, or support
to an action

Pluralist power 811114i11/11 Power structure in different power actors the most social power
In different issue areas.

Positional method

Pamir actors

Power actor pool

PoWer clique.

Power structure

Procedure for selecting power actors bend on whether they occupy impor-
tant positions in formal organizations.

Individuals who have the reputation of '1) a larger amount of social power
the ability to decide issues, 3) the

cees to needed resources, and/or 4) the ability to legitimize final
than others in the locality, 2)

The group of power actors who have the most social power in the com-
munity.

Informal groups of power actors organized by a network of informal. in-
terpersonal relationships.

A pattern of relationships among individuals Which enaleethre individuals
possessing social power to act in concert to affect community decisions on a
given issue.

Reputallonal method Procedure of identifying power actors that involves a selected panel of
knowledgeables who are asked to give a list of power actors in the locality.-)

Social action A group process including the strategies and tactics neceshary to define the
problem, plan, mobilize resourcws and put the plan into action in creating
social change and attaining a desired goal.

Social peetidpation method Procedure for identifying power actors that involves the listing of participants
in voluntary associations in the. community (also called social activity

Social power The capability to control the behavior of others.

Social powir model An analytical model or frarneWork that a change agent may use in analyzing
the power structure of alcommunity.

Spedellaed Purer actors Power actors who have social: power to affect community decision In only
one or two distinct issue areas in the community.

VkAble leaders Prominent community leaders whose influence and participation in com-
munity decisions is direct and readily observable

Voleatery association A group of people who are organized to promote some shared interest of its
members and who participate on a voluntary basis.
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